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Introduction. Research works on pattern recognition have actively been carried out for 
the past several years. Up to now several types of models have been worked out and 
investigated, among them [1, 2] could be shown: models based on the principle of division; 
statistical models;  models on the base of the principle of potencials; models on the base of 
calculation of estimates and etc.  

Analysis of these models shows that currently model of algorithms for solving such 
problems, where objects are described in the uncorrelated (or weakly correlated) features space, 
are mostly working out. That is why actuality of the problems related to investigating of the 
models of algorithms for solving object classification problems, where objects are defined in the 
correlated features space, is increasing. 

The goal of this work is to build recognition algorithms considering features’ correlations. 
As an initial model algorithm of calculation of estimates is used [1]. 

Statement of the problem. Let }{S  - be set of possible objects, which consist of l  
disjoint subsets lKKK ,...,, 21 . Knowledge about the division of }{S  is not complete, only 
some initial information 0I  about classes lKKK ,...,, 21  is given: 

)},(~),...,(~),...,(~;,...,,...,{ 110 mimi SSSSSSI ααα=  
where )(~

iSα  ( ),...,,...,()(~
1 ilijiiS αααα = ) – informational vector of the object iS , ijα  - 

value of the predicate "")( jiij KSSP ∈= . 

It is assumed that for any object S  ( }{SS∈ ) n -dimensional vector 

),...,,...,( 1 ni aaaa =  could be matched in the feature space ),...,,...( 1 ni xxxX = . The problem 

is to build algorithm A , which transfers the set ( qSI ~,0 ) to informational matrix 

))((, '
ijijqxlij SP=ββ : 

qxlij
qSIA β=)~,( 0 ,  },1,0{ Δ∈ijβ . Here  qS~  - the set of control 

objects ( },...,{~ ''
1 q

q SSS = , }{~ SS q ∈ ). Value ijβ  is also interpreted as in [1]. 
Solving method. One of the approaches to solving the problem of building of recognition 

algorithm in condition of features’ correlations is considered in this work. Model of modified 
recognition algorithms based on the estimating features’ correlations and extracting preferred 
model of correlations for each subset of strongly correlated features is worked out on the base of 
this approach.  

We consider the main stages of building of calculation of estimates type recognition 
algorithms based on the estimating of features’ correlations: 

1. Extracting subsets of strongly correlated features. The first stage in defining 
recognition operator B in the model of recognition algorithms based on calculation of estimates 
is determining the system WA of “uncorrelated” subsets.   

2. Forming of the set of representative features. In this stage the search for representative 
features is carried out. In the process of representative features' formation it is required that each 
extracted feature be typical representative of the extracted subset of the strongly correlated 
features. After completing this stage we get reduced features space, dimension of which is much 
smaller than initial space ( nn <' ). From now on we define formed features space by У  
( ),...,( '1 n

yyУ = ).  
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3. Determining the models of correlations in each subset of features for the class 
),1( ljK j = .  Let ix  be any feature belonging to the subset qΩ . It is assumed that elements of 

qΩ  are linearly ordered by the features’ indexes ( ji xx < , if ji < ). Initial element ( 0x ) of the 

subset qΩ  is qy , remaining elements are defined by ix ( )( qq cardN Ω= ; 1,...,1 −= qNi ). 

Then model of correlations in qΩ  could be defined as  

qqiqi yxycFx \),,( Ω∈= , 

where c is vector of unknown parameters, F- function from some given class }{F .  
Calculating the values of the vector of unknown parameters c  defines the model of 

correlations in the features subset qΩ  for the class ),1( ljK j = . Depending on the 

parametrical type of ),( xcF  and method of determining of c  we obtain different models of 

correlations in the features' set qΩ  )',1( nq = . 

4. Extracting preferred models of correlations. Let qN  be the power of the subset qΩ of 

strongly correlated features. It is assumed that )1( −qN  models of correlations is defined in 

qΩ for the class 1K : 

)1(,1,\),,( −=Ω∈= qqqiqi NiyxycFx , 

where qy  is representative feature ( qqy Ω∈ ). 

We introduce following definitions: 101 KIE I= , 202 KIE I= . The search for the 
preferred models of correlations in qΩ  is carried out on the base of estimating dominancy of 

the considering models for the objects belonging to the set 0I [3]:  
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How bigger iT  is, more preference is given to i - model of correlations. If several models 
have same preference, any of them could be selected.  

After completing this stage preferred model of correlations for the features' subset qΩ is 

determined, and it is defined as ).,( qqi ycFx =  Hereinafter only these models of correlations are 
considered.  

Next stages are closely related to the algorithms of calculation of estimates [1, 4]. 
5. Defining the system of supporting sets. Let ω~H  be all the possible subsets of the set 

{ '21 ,...,, nyyy }. We define collection of such subsets by Ω . Fifth stage of the modified 
recognition algorithms based on the calculation of estimates is defining the system of supporting 
sets AΩ  ( Ω⊆Ω A ). 

6. Defining the distance function between objects. Let’s consider possible objects S  and 
uS . In the sixth stage of the modified recognition algorithms based on the calculation of 

estimates distance function ),(~ uSSωμ  between objects S  and uS  in the ω~ -part of the 
features’ space is defined.  

7. Calculating of estimates on the objects of fixed supporting set. In the seventh stage of 
the modified recognition algorithms based on the calculation of estimates numerical 
characteristic called estimate ),(~ uSSωΓ  is calculated: 
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 ),(),( ~~ uuu SSSS ωω μλ=Γ , 
where uλ is given parameter of the algorithm. 

8. Calculating of estimates for the class on the fixed supporting set. Lets assume that 
values ),(~ uSSωΓ  ( ju KS ~∈ ) were calculated. Estimate for the class is determined as: 

∑
∈

Γ=Γ
ju KS

uuj SSKS
~

~~ ),(),( ωω γ . 

Here uγ – given parameter of the algorithm. 
9. Estimate for the class jK  on the system of supporting sets. Let numerical parameter 

)~(ωτ  corresponds for each vector ω~ . Estimate on the system of supporting sets AΩ  is defined 
as 

.),()~(),(
~

~∑
Ω∈

Γ=Γ
A

jj KSKS
ω

ωωτ  

 
10. Decision rule. In the last stage of the modified recognition algorithms based on the 

calculation of estimates decision rule is defined as [1]:  
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where 21,cc  are parameters of the algorithm. 
We defined class of the modified recognition algorithms based on the calculation of 

estimates. Any algorithm A from this model is fully defined by the set of parameters 
),)},~({},{},{},{,,'( 21 cckn uui

ωτγλπ ε= . We define the collection of all recognition 

algorithms form the proposed model by ),( SA π . The search for the best algorithm is carried 
out in the parameters’ space π . 

The difference between proposed algorithms and traditional recognition algorithms based 
on the calculation of estimates is that proposed algorithms are based on the estimating of 
features correlations. That is why these algorithms are used when there are some correlations 
among features. Obviously, this correlation should be different for each class. This makes it 
possible to describe objects of each class by different models. 

If features are weakly correlated, classical model of the recognition algorithms (for 
example, model discussed in [1, 4]) are used. Therefore proposed model of recognition 
algorithms is not alternative to the calculation of estimates based models, but it is only 
complementary to them. 

Experimental results. The proposed algorithms were tested by experimental 
investigations on solving model problems.  

There are 2 classes in the experiments. There are 200 samples (100 for each class) in the 
training set. There are 200 samples (100 for each class) in the test set. The number of features is 
110. The  number of strongly correlated features is 10. 

The average effectivity estimates of recognition algorithms for model problems are 
calculated for all experiments. During the experimental investigations 10 experiments were 
carried out. 

These problems were solved by using both the classical calculation of estimates algorithm 
[5] and modified calculation of estimates algorithm.  

All correlated features were found and the effective recognition algorithm based on these 
features was built. The following recognition results were achieved during the experiments: 
average recognition errors during training and testing were 0% and 1,5% respectively. These 
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results for the classical calculation of estimates algorithm were 12,5% and 24% respectively. 
Comparative analysis of these algorithms shows that by using modified calculation of 

estimates algorithm 197 objects form 200 were correctly recognized and recognition rate was 
98,5%. This is 22% higher than that of using the classical calculation of estimates algorithm. 
This could be explained that features' correlations are not considered in the classical 
calculation of estimates algorithm. 

Conclusion. Model of recognition algorithms based on features correlations, which 
improve recognition rate and application areas in solving practical problems was introduced. As 
an initial model for pattern recognition model of algorithms of calculation of estimates was 
considered. This model of algorithms reduces considerably the number of calculations in 
recognizing unknown object and it could be used in different software packages for solving 
problems of forecasting and recognition of objects in correlated features' space. 
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